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LONDON. Despite
participating in only two fairs
a year, Christian Haye of MC
(F10) always goes out on a
limb by showing work by just
one artist. “That is the whole
idea behind the gallery,” he
says. Artist William Pope. L
was on hand at MC’s stand to
install his sculptural
installation of peanut butter
and vegetable oil poured over
a shed, Shed Piece, which the
artist described as “a take on
English sheds that were once
outside toilets”.

To Ethan Sklar of Tanya
Bonakdar (E8), this trend is
not new: “We have done
rotating one-person shows at
fairs for almost ten years.” Its
ingenious twist has been to

rehang the space every day.
The $100,000 work by Mark
Manders, Figure with Fake
Square Pencil Point, sold to a
European private collector on
the opening day, will be
followed by Thomas Scheibitz
today. 

Generating interest from
museums is of key
importance. Gallerist David
Maupin of Lehmann Maupin
(F18) plans to show work by
only one artist, Adriana
Varejão, at Art Basel/Miami
Beach this December and
has devoted a large part of
his stand at Frieze this year to
one work, Floor and Screen,
by Korean artist Do-Ho Suh.
Mr Maupin said: “Hopefully,
museum curators may be
more excited about the work
if they see a single piece.” 

But these one-man shows
can lead to problems. In
2000, the French fair FIAC
made all participating dealers
stage single-artist shows. The
formula worked for the

strongest work but not for
anything else. 

“Of course some artists
ask, ‘When is it going to be
my turn?’,” says Javier Peres,
who has covered his stand
(F20) with the vast Open Call
by Assume Astro Vivid Focus
(AAVF) which was on show at
the Kunsthalle Wien this
summer. Artists are naturally
more enthusiastic about
having a whole space to
themselves and may be more
inclined to intervene in the
design of their work at a fair.

The financial risk of
showing only one work is a
pressing issue but Peres
emphasises that this is
“worrying, but not a primary
concern”, especially as the

work by AAVF comprises 30
sculptures on sale for
$15,000-$30,000. 

“We are taking some
risks,” says Niklas Svennung
of Chantal Crousel (D3) who
is showing an 11 metre-long
work by Gabriel Orozco from
1999, The Inner Circles of the
Wall, as well as Thomas
Hirschhorn’s brown tape-clad
sculpture, Chandelier avec
têtes (2006), which was
bought by the Tate
Acquisitions Fund (p4) for an
undisclosed sum. “To make
stronger impressions we
believe it is easier to focus on
works when there is more
space around them,” said Mr
Svennung.

But can aesthetic

considerations really
outweigh the financial?
Compromise, it seems, is still
the order of the day. Andrew
Hamilton of Glasgow’s
Modern Institute (B12)—
which was intending to show
a single site-specific piece by
Polish artist Monika
Sosnowska, which could not
be realised in time—
eventually decided to show
another work by Sosnowska
along with other pieces:
“We’re trying to find a
balance between selling and
showing, which hopefully will
make the whole experience
more interesting for ourselves
and the people who come
and see us,” he says.
Ossian Ward

LONDON. Composed of a life-
size mannequin straddling a
Rotterdam trash can, the two-
metre sculpture Isis
Syndrome by the collective
Kimberly Clark at Galerie
Diana Stigter (H9) is hardly
suited for the average urban
studio apartment. But in the
era of the luxury loft, says the
gallery’s David van Doesburg,
he has observed a growing
market in works of such size.
“Before, only museums would
consider something that’s
even a little larger than the
classic ‘domestic size’, but
now we see interest from
private collectors as well,” he
explains. “And when I walked
around the fair this morning, I
saw loads of sculpture.
Maybe people are bored with
the two-dimensional.”

Indeed, Counter gallery’s
Carl Freedman describes a
common progression among

his collectors: “As people buy
more art, the space they use
for their collection moves
from the wall onto other
available places. Sculpture is
harder to collect, no doubt,
because it’s a different beast
altogether.” His stand (E10)
spotlights two armchair-sized
sculptures by Fergal
Stapleton and a slender piece
by Tatiana Echeverri
Fernandez, the towering
height of which might limit it
to collectors with industrial-
style spaces.

For collectors, buying
sculpture carries more cachet
than acquiring “easier”
painting, which can be seen
as an entry point for new art
buyers and the turf of
frenzied speculation.

There are also logistical
complications, involving
storage, transport or
conservation, but collectors

of sculpture say it’s worth it.
“The first piece I bought was
a sculpture,” recalls Tehran-
and Paris-based Ebrahim
Melamid. “I was always
fascinated by sculpture
because it’s three-
dimensional and so much
more sensual. It’s interesting
if you look at the prices for
people like Anthony Caro and
Anish Kapoor, the medium is
gaining value lately.” 

Another factor is the
surging crossover of design
into the art world—once a
collector is willing to include
dysfunctional furniture in his
living environment, sculpture
is hardly a reach. “People are
buying furniture again and
paying attention to
architecture, so sculpture fits
with that focus,” says Swiss
dealer Francesca Pia, who
already had a collector
reserve Mai-Thu Perret’s Echo

Canyon at €30,000, an hour
after the fair started. 

“A Ron Arad chair or a
Zaha Hadid sofa is a lot like a
sculpture,” points out
Milanese dealer Gió Marconi,
whose stunning stand is
composed almost entirely of
sculptures, all of them
commissioned by the dealer
for Frieze to celebrate his
gallery’s new association with
the estate of Louise Nevelson.
Two sold rapidly: Tobias
Rehberger’s Today Nothing
Goes Out of Fashion Anymore
at $25,000 and an untitled
Jorge Pardo at $80,000. New
York dealer Anton Kern’s
stand (C10) likewise teems
with sculptures, intended to
interplay with his wall of
landscape works; pieces by
Jim Lambie and Matthew
Monahan, two sculptors with
plenty of buzz, sold early
yesterday.

Like so much in the art
world, real estate plays a
factor here. As Benedikt
Taschen, who collects
sculpture by artists
such as Jeff Koons
and Marepe (and
whose publishing
house has heavily
spurred design
and
architecture’s
cultural
ascent),
points out:
“People have
bought these huge
homes, and they
can’t fill them only
with furniture.”
Marc Spiegler

SculptureWhy collectors are moving
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Going solo Why galleries are bringing fewer works to fairs

Shed Piece by William Pope. L

Isis Syndrome by
Kimberly Clark 
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